Christmas in February!

The results of GOLFDOM's 2nd Annual Marketing & Research Issue have indeed created a beautiful scene.

Never before has the editorial in one issue of GOLFDOM so motivated an audience. Scores of inquiries and orders from companies never heard from before have fallen upon GOLFDOM's Advertising Sales Department.

The consensus of opinion is that only recently have these companies become cognizant as to the degree of the industry's depth and potential dollar volume. GOLFDOM's 2nd Annual Marketing & Research Issue, and illustrations contained therein, served only as the spark that ignited this reaction.

GOLFDOM, for over 43 years the business magazine of the golf industry, ready today to serve you tomorrow.

CORDIALLY,

WARREN J. HEEG, JR.
ADVERTISING SALES MANAGER
Put this display where your customers can see it, and you’ll sell more Titleists. It works. Last year our famous Titleists with K2 construction were a fantastic success. The pros, the top amateurs and the public went for the best-selling ball in ever-increasing numbers. And we haven’t reached the crest yet. The more you display the top line, the more you trade up your customers. If you keep your customers quality-minded, the discount stores can’t hurt you. So it makes sense to put this ball where people can see it. Not under the counter, but on top of the counter. Our new carton sets up easily, holds 6 dozen balls in a compact space, and saves you money in shipping. If we can help you sell more Titleists, we both stand to profit. That’s why we offer you this smart way to set up for selling. It’s just another part of our total marketing and merchandising plan, designed exclusively for golf course pro shops.

**the set up**

**Titleist with K2 construction means more distance**

Sold through golf course pro shops only

For more information circle number 131 on card
If our gasoline car were any quieter, you wouldn't know it was running.

A Harley-Davidson gasoline golf car hardly speaks above a whisper. And never out of turn. Running, it's quieter than the average voice. And fifty per cent quieter than any other gas car. When you want absolute silence, you get it. And you get it fast. Just take your foot off the accelerator. All you hear is silence. There's no distracting idling to cause you to lose the line on your thirty-foot putt. And no unnecessary revving to put up with. To start our car, just depress the accelerator. Harley-Davidson gasoline golf cars. The only thing noisy about them is all the flattering talk they create. Harley-Davidson Motor Co. Inc., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Harley-Davidson
Who says a clubhouse floor has to be cold, drab and slippery?

Mail coupon for free carpet sample and list of clubs using our Spikeproof Carpet.

Philadelphia Carpet Co.
Allegheny Ave. & C St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19134

Please send a free sample of spikeproof carpet, and brochure. No obligation, of course.

Name ____________________________________________
Club ____________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
City __________________________________ State __________


That's because rugged Philadelphia jacquard woven Wiltons are made for muddy spikes. Custom woven in any colors you submit...in designs from our library (the industry's largest) or your own designer's creation. Hundreds of top clubs already enjoy our Spikeproof Carpet. Yours can too.

Philadelphia produces carpet in every proven fiber including wool, nylon, Fortrel® polyester, Acrilan® acrylic and Herculon® olefin.

Philadelphia Carpet Company
Allegheny Ave. & C St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19134
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NEW

The CROWN GOLF CLUB GRIP

A GENUINE Traction Action GRIP

PRO ONLY
Exclusively Yours

YOURS for NEW PROFITS

This new Golf Pride model is a very attractive grip and has a wonderful "feel". Your members will welcome your suggestion to have these fine grips installed on their clubs.

Installing grips can be a "big profit" service of your pro shop, perhaps the most profitable function of the shop and it helps your members enjoy their golf more.
Hawaiian visitors and residents as well are discovering Oahu’s Hidden Verdant Valley nestled between the Waianae Range where the new magnificent Makaha Inn and two championship golf courses afford not only a true test of golfing skill but a sweeping panorama of the vast blue Pacific.

Selected as the future home of the Hawaiian Open International Golf Tournament, this is truly a golfing destination resort area of the first magnitude.

Pictured above are Bruce Fowler, Director of Operations; Chuck Jones, Supervisor of Golf Cart Maintenance; and Stan Graff, Teaching Professional, standing in front of a portion of the 180 Viking Golf Cart Fleet which are all equipped with the Trojan “217” Golf Cart Battery.

TROJAN “MILEAGE MASTER” GOLF CAR BATTERIES
TROJAN BATTERY COMPANY • 9440 ANN STREET • SANTA FE SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA 90670
For more information circle number 262 on card
PROS BEWARE!

Last month, GOLFDOM sounded a warning to pros about the growth of retail store competition in the golf apparel market ("Pros Losing Out on Soft Goods," February, page 54a). These words of caution were not based on hearsay, but on a valid GOLF Magazine subscriber study. This study clearly showed that the "downtown" stores are capturing the lion’s share of the apparel business.

Many pros reading the article may have rationalized, "But we still give them hell in equipment sales." In answer to this groundless optimism we offer the following report, headlined "Instant Education," which was published in the February issue of GOLF Magazine:

In an effort to promote increased sales of golf equipment in sporting goods and department stores, the National Sporting Goods Assn. has embarked on a program designed to create Golf Specialists to operate golf departments in stores all over the country. This is fine as far as it goes because more and more equipment is being sold downtown and in suburban shopping centers and there obviously is a need for qualified personnel to help guide the golfer in his selection. However, the present list of requirements for a Golf Specialist rating falls far short of the mark.

To get such a rating, a department must (1) have sales personnel read all articles in the series "How to Run a Golf Department," (2) carry a representative line of equipment from at least two reliable suppliers, (3) have the department manned by at least one salesman who knows and plays the game, (4) provide club repair service for all customers—although it can be jobbed out to local shops or manufacturers—and (5) carry a selection of compression ranges in balls, make available a ball personalizing service, carry at least three widths of shoes, establish a trade-in service, make available custom-fit alterations on apparel, visit trade shows, display the Golf Specialist emblem.

The last thing we want to do is criticize the NSGA for trying to upgrade such departments, but a close look at the above requirements leaves us with the feeling that there is little improvement over what is already being offered in the stores. And conspicuously absent from the list is a requirement that there be a man on hand with several years’ teaching experience, who can take a customer to the practice tee, watch him swing and tell him exactly what kind of clubs he needs.

Perhaps, at first glance, this program may seem inconsequential, but on closer examination it presents disturbing implications. As GOLF points out, the requirements for the title of Golf Specialist are not particularly rigid. However, the public will only see an emblem proclaiming "Golf Specialist" and will have no knowledge of how much—or how little—is required for such a title.

In addition, it should be emphasized that the present program is only an initial move by the association. If it proves successful, NSGA obviously will make a concerted effort to develop the concept into something bigger and better.

GOLFDOM would never argue against honest competition—it has been a major factor in the growth of our economy. And it is not our intention to make NSGA sound like a villain out to upset the present state of the golf equipment market. However, we want our pro readers to be aware that the future of their businesses may not be as secure as they think. The threat even extends to golf equipment manufacturers whose pro lines afford them the highest profit margins.

GOLFDOM hopes that pros will display a healthy competitive spirit and meet this competition in the best possible way, by becoming the most astute merchandisers possible, offering the finest customer service and continuously seeking to improve their pro shop operations. It will pay off handsomely in increased profits.
ZERO TO SEVENTY TWO IN 8 HOURS

Non-stop. Day in and day out. If your customers could squeeze seventy-two holes into one day's golfing, they can squeeze it out of one golf car. Yours. If it's ours, that is. Pargo is like a golf fanatic; it doesn't know when to quit. Which means whenever you've got a customer for a car, you've got a car for a customer. Which means, instead of charging batteries, you're charging rent. Isn't that what golf cars are all about?

Call or write Columbia Car Corporation, Post Office Box 5544, Charlotte, North Carolina 28205, 704/596-6550

Pargo
RAIN BIRD BREAKS THE PRICE BARRIER ON SLOW-OPENING SLOW-CLOSING VALVES

Now you can eliminate costly damage to water lines from hammer and surge pressures caused by fast opening/closing solenoid valves.

Rain Bird's new E series valves give you all the benefits of slow opening/closing valves for virtually the same price as the fast openers.

What's more, these unique patented valves feature a new "no plug" grit filter for trouble-free operation.

E series valves are only one reason why you should insist on Rain Bird components. For the complete Rain Bird story, write for our new Sprinkler Irrigation Handbook and our complete catalogue.

Rain Bird, Glendora, California 91740.
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